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 . d hThe main result of this paper describes the expressions g x, y s c x y1
q c y h x d q c x h y d q c y d x h that have central values when evaluated at2 3 4
the symmetric or skew-symmetric elements of a prime ring R with involu-
tion, where d and h are derivations of R. One consequence is that no such
expression exists for x symmetric and y skew-symmetric, unless R embeds
in 4 = 4 matrices over a field. With this same exception, the generalized
 .commutativity of the images of skew- symmetric elements under d and h,
d h d h  .represented by c x x q c x x having central values on skew- symmet-1 2
ric elements, is only possible in one explicitly given circumstance. This
describes all minimal *-polynomial differential identities.
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
A specific description of our results, and a discussion of how they are
related to those in the literature, requires some notation and definitions.
Throughout the paper we let R denote a prime ring with involution * and
 w x w x.extended centroid C see 18 or 6 . For any ideal I of R, the I-traces are
 .  4  .T I s a q a* ¬ a g I , and the I-skew-symmetric elements are K I s
 4  .  .a y a* ¬ a g I . We will usually write T for T R and K for K R . When
 .  .  .  4char R / 2 and I* s I, then T I s S I s a g I ¬ a* s a is the set of
 .I-symmetric elements. Let Der R be the set of all derivations of R, and
 4C X the free algebra over C in the countable set of noncommuting
 4  .  4indeterminates x . A nonzero polynomial p x , . . . , x g C X is a poly-i 1 n
 .nomial differential identity PDI for A : R if there exist derivations
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 .  d1 dk .d , . . . ,d g Der R so that all substitutions p a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a s1 k 1 k kq1 n
d  .0, for all a g A, where a is the image of a g A under d g Der R .i
 .  4  .Similarly, p x , . . . , x g C X , together with d g Der R is a *-PDI on1 n j
 d1 dk .an ideal I of R, if all evaluations p y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y s 0 for1 k kq1 n
 .  .   .  .4y g W I , where W I g T I , K I . Recall that for y g R, the deriva-i i i
 . ad y . w xtion ad y is defined by r s r, y s ry y yr. With these notions in
hand, we are now able to discuss our results and the line of investigation
which led to them.
The first result relevant to ours here described the minimal PDIs for
w xrings not satisfying a polynomial identity, or PI 12 . The main result there
 .  4showed that if one considers all PDIs p x , . . . , x in C X with d , . . . , d1 n 1 k
 .g Der R on an ideal I of R, for all prime nonPI rings R, then any of
 4minimal degree in the variables x , . . . , x which have a derivation1 k
applied must be a C-linear combination of the standard polynomials
w xS x , x , x , and for each of these, k s 3, all the derivations d s d s3 1 2 3 i
 . 2ad y for y g R with y s 0, and RCy is a minimal left ideal in the
primitive ring RC. The requirements that all variables have derivations
acting, that all the derivations be the same inner derivation, and that this
derivation be defined by an element of square zero and rank one reappear
w xin the minimal degree *-PDIs for nonPI prime rings 14 . Specifically,
 .when one considers nonPI prime rings R with char R / 2, any *-PDIs for
an ideal I, of minimal degree in the variables acted on by derivations, must
be a C-linear combination of one of two basic types of identities. One of
 .  .  .  .these is x x y x x , with W I s W I s K I and d s d s ad t for1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
 . 2t g S R with t s 0 and RCt a minimal left ideal in RC. This represents
 .  .the commutativity of the images of K I under the derivation ad t . The
other type of minimal *-PDI for nonPI rings is a C-linear combination of
2  .  .  .  .  .x and x x q x x , with W I s W I s T I and d s d s ad y1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
 . 2for y g K R with y s 0 and RCy a minimal left ideal in RC. These
 .  .represent the anti-commutativity of the images of T I under ad y .
The results mentioned above leave unanswered two basic questions.
One is the nature of the *-PDIs of minimal degree satisfied by a fixed,
nonPI prime ring R. The other is whether there are additional quadratic
*-PDIs satisfied by prime PI rings. The second question is the focus of this
paper. We shall see in Example 1 that the identities described above do
 .hold in the matrix rings M C . Other examples will show the existence ofn
 .quadratic central identities holding in ‘‘small’’ matrix rings. These will
not have dependent derivations or derivations defined by elements of rank
one. Since there are quadratic identities, since the case of linear identities
will be handled easily, and since we are interested in classifying the
identities of minimal degree, we restrict our attention to the case of
quadratic identities.
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The identities we shall study generalize the notion of *-PDI to formal
expressions which take central values and have the form
p X s p x , . . . , x .  .1 n
s a x di x hi q b x hi x di i i i i i i
i
q a x di j x hi j q b x hi j x di j q c x hi j x di j q z x di j x h i j , . i j i j i j j i i j i j i j j i
i/j
 .  .where all a , b , a , b , c , z g C, and d , h , d , h g Der R y 0 . Wei i i j i j i j i j i i i j i j
 .call p X a central quadratic *-differential relation, or CQR, for some
 .  .  .nonzero ideal I of R, if all evaluations of p X on W I = ??? = W I1 n
 .   .  .4are in C, where each W I g T I , K I . The primary difference be-i
tween CQRs and *-PDIs is that CQRs take central values and allow a
variable to be acted on by different derivations. Note that we still insist
that the derivations acting on a variable depend on the other variable in
the same monomial. Also, a CQR is a homogeneous expression, as are the
minimal *-PDIs.
One could consider a more general situation which would add terms of
d d d d  .the form x x , x x , x x , x x , x x , and x x , where d s d g Der R .i j j i i j j i i j j i i j
Our techniques do not allow us to deal easily with this added generality.
We note that central relations which involve only the terms x d x ,i j
d d d w xx x , x x , and x x were studied in 16 , and can hold only in small matrixj i i j j i
rings. Those results will be needed here. Also, if no derivations act, then
w  . xf x , x , y is an identity which may be re-written as1 2 3
U U U Uf y " y , y " y , y s g y , y , y , y , y , .  .1 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
wan identity of degree three. A theorem of S. A. Amitsur 2, Theorem 1,
x  .p. 63 now forces R to satisfy the standard identity S x , . . . , x , and so,6 1 6
 . was is well known, R embeds in M F for F a field 8, Theorem 2, p. 57;3
xLemma 1, p. 89 . As a final comment on the type of relation considered,
we observe that it is easy to show that linear identities can hold only when
R satisfies the standard identity S . Given a linear expression4
 . di j  .L x , . . . , x s  c x q  z x with central values for x g W I , by1 n i j j j j j j
 . dsubstituting x s 0 when t / j, we reduce to expressions L x s x q cx ,t j j j
d  .where d s  c d . But if x q cx has central values on W I , theni i j i j
w d x  . w xx , x is an identity on W I and in 16, Theorem 1, p. 118 it is shown
that R must satisfy S . Thus, our consideration of quadratic relations of4
the type described seems justified.
Our first observation is to reduce the general CQR to a simpler form.
 .Given a CQR p X as above, if we fix a subscript i and choose x s 0 forj
all j / i, what remains is a CQR of the form a x d x h q b x h x d. It theni i i i i i
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 .follows that the second summation in p X is itself a CQR. Evaluating
this sum with x s 0 for all k / i, j shows that for each pair of subscriptsk
i / j, we obtain the CQR a x d x h q b x h x d q c x h x d q z x d x h. Thus wei j i j i j j i i j i j i j j i
may restrict our attention to CQRs of these two types.
One must remember that a given CQR on some ideal I in a prime ring
R may just be one of the minimal *-PDIs mentioned earlier. Our goal is to
show that if a *-PDI, even allowing central values, is not one of these, then
 .R must embed in M F for F an algebraic closure of C and k F 4; thatk
is, R must satisfy a standard polynomial identity S for k F 4 by the2 k
w xAmitsur]Levitzki theorem 8, p. 21 . We shall see that the change from
*-PDIs to central relations introduces two types of CQRs different from
 .  .  .the minimal examples above. One occurs when W I s W I s K I and1 2
 .  .  .R has a ‘‘symplectic’’ involution, and the other when W I s W I s T I1 2
and R has ‘‘transpose’’ involution.
EXAMPLES
We present some examples which will illustrate the possible CQRs
which can exist in prime rings not satisfying a polynomial identity of small
degree. Other examples give exceptional CQRs which exist only in rings
which satisfy a polynomial identity of small degree, and show why one
 .conclusion of the main theorem is that R embeds in M F . For simplicity4
we denote the variables by x and y. The first two examples are well known
 w x.see 14, p. 474 .
EXAMPLE 1. A *-PDI and CQR xy y yx for K = K which holds in
 .  .nonPI rings, as well as in PI rings. First, take R s M C , or M C , then 0
ring of all countable by countable matrices over C having only finitely
many nonzero entries, with transpose as the involution. If s g S satisfies
2  .both s s 0 and sKs s 0, then for d s ad s and u, ¨ g K, we have
d d d d ww x w xx w xu ¨ y ¨ u s u, s , ¨ , s s ysu¨s q s¨us s s ¨ , u s g sKs s 0. Thus
 .R satisfies the CQR, actually a *-PDI, p x, y s xy y yx on K = K with
 .d s d s d. A specific example arises if char R / 2 and if there is z g C1 2
2  .so that z s y1: take s s e q z e q e y e , where e are the11 12 21 22 i j
usual matrix units.
EXAMPLE 2. A *-PDI and CQR xy q yx for S = S which holds in
 .nonPI rings, as well as in PI rings. Now assume that char R / 2 and
 .  .R s M C or M C , as in Example 1. The elements of R can be2 m 0
considered to be a matrix of 2 = 2 blocks, and if we write r g R as
 .  .  .  .r s A with A g M C , set r* s B for B s adj A , the classicali j i j 2 i j i j ji
adjoint of A . This is called the symplectic involution on R. The matrixji
2  .unit e s k g K, k s 0, and kSk s 0 since the 2, 1 entry of any12
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symmetric element is zero. It follows easily, as in the example above, that
 .  h.2  . 2with h s ad k , s s 0 for all s g S, and this CQR, p x s x on S,
linearizes to the CQR, and *-PDI, xy q yx on S = S, with d s d s h.1 2
Our next examples show that there are two CQRs, not *-PDIs, which
can hold in either PI or nonPI prime rings. These, together with the
*-PDIs in Examples 1 and 2, illustrate the only kind of CQRs that can hold
for nonPI prime rings. Note that in the next examples the derivations
appearing need not be C-dependent.
EXAMPLE 3. A CQR x d y h y y d x h on K = K with transpose involution
 .on R. As in Example 1, let R s M C for n s 0 or n G 4, with transposen
 .as the involution. Let a s a , a , a , a be a four-tuple of elements of C1 2 3 4
t   ..and a the corresponding column. For any V g K M C and four-tuples4
a and b , it is easy to see that aVb t s 0 exactly when a and b are
 .  . tC-dependent. The reason is that if b s b , then a e y e b s 0 fori i j ji
i / j is equivalent to a b y a b s 0, so the matrix with a and b as rowsi j j i
has all its 2 = 2 minors zero. Suppose that aa t s 0, and define A, B g
 .  . tM C by Row A s c a and Col B s z a , where c , z g C. Thus, AVB4 i i j j i j
  ..  .s 0 for all V g K M C . Using AB s 0, and letting d s ad A and4
 . d h d hh s ad B , it is straightforward to check that x y y y x s 0 for any
  ..x, y g K M C . To see that this CQR holds in R, just take matrices in R4
which are A and B, respectively, in the upper left corner, say A9 and B9,
 .  .and now let d s ad A9 and h s ad B9 . Note that if BA s 0 and BVA s
0, then x h y d y y h x d is also an identity. Such A and B do exist when
 . 2char R / 2 and there is z g C satisfying z s y1. Specifically, take
1 z 1 z 1 1 z z
1 z 1 z z z y1 y1A s and B s ,
z y1 z y1 1 1 z z 0  0
z y1 z y1 z z y1 y1
 4and observe that AB s BA s 0 and that A, B, I is C-independent, so d
and h are C-independent. Note that A q cI and B q cI are neither
symmetric nor skew-symmetric.
w xA consequence of Example 3 is an example for 13, Theorem 9, p. 295
of a product of two independent derivations which is a derivation on K
but not on R. Specifically, K dh s 0 with R, d, and h as in the example,
when AB s BA s 0. Related to this example is a result of Bresar, Martin-˘
w x dhdale, and Miers 3, Theorem 4.1, p. 4690 which shows that if K s 0 with
 .  .d s ad A , h s ad B , and A, B g K, then d s 0 or h s 0, unless R
satisfies S .8
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EXAMPLE 4. A CQR x d y h q y d x h on S = S with symplectic involution
 .on R. As in Example 3, let R s M C for m s 0 or m G 2, with2 m
 .symplectic involution as described in Example 2. Let A, B g M C be4
defined as
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1A s and B s .
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
 .We regard A s  f E and B s  f E , where f g M C are the11 i j 22 i j i i 2
 .usual matrix units and E g M C represents the identity matrix ofi j 4
 .  .   ..M C as the 2 = 2 block in the i, j position. For any s g S M C2 4
 .  .written as s s  S E with S g M C ,  S is a scalar matrix in M Ci j i j i j 2 i j 2
because the involution is the symplectic involution. It follows that AsB s
 .  .   . . f E s  f E s  f  S f E s 0; that is, each 2 = 2 block11 i j 22 i j 11 i j 22 i j
 .of AsB is f  S f s 0. Similarly, BsA s 0. Since AB s BA s 0, it is11 i j 22
easy to see that x d y h q y d x h s 0 and x h y d q y h x d s 0 for all x, y g
  ..  .  .S M C , where d s ad A and h s ad B . As in Example 3, these4
identities are CQRs which hold in R, using matrices A and B which are
 4the 4 = 4 examples above put in the upper left corner, and again A, B, I
is C-independent, so d and h are C-independent. Note that instead of f11
 .and f , one can use any P, Q g M C satisfying PQ s QP s 0. Also22 2
when x s y, one obtains the CQR c x d x h q c x h x d on T.1 2
Just as for Example 3, Example 4 shows that T dh s 0 can occur with
wdh / 0 and not a derivation of R. This provides an example for 13,
xTheorem 10, p. 296 .
The other examples we now present show that there are exceptional
*-PDIs, so CQRs, which hold in matrix rings of small dimension, and
illustrate why our results must exclude prime rings satisfying polynomial
identities of small degree.
EXAMPLE 5. The *-PDIs xy y yx on S = S or S = K, and xy q yx on
 .  .K = K or S = K in M C with independent derivations. Let R s M C2 2
 . w xhave transpose involution, assume that char C / 2, and note that K, K
 . ds 0. In particular, if d s ad k for k g K, then x s 0 on K and it
 .follows that f x, y s axy q byx will be a *-PDI on K = K, or on K = S if
 .  .d s ad k for k g K and h g Der R . Here d and h may be C-indepen-
dent, and k q cI can have rank one only if y1 g C is a square. Since2
w x  .S, S : K, g x, y s xy y yx will be a *-PDI on S = S if one chooses the
 .  .derivations d s ad s for s g S, and on S = K if d s ad s and d si i i 1 2
 .ad k for s g S and k g K. Again, the derivations may be C-independent,
with neither defined by elements of rank one in R.
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EXAMPLE 6. A *-PDI xy y yx and a CQR x d y h q y h x d y x h y d y y d x h
 .  .for K = K in M C with independent derivations. Let char C s 3 and3
 .R s M C with transpose involution. There is a 3-dimensional C-subalge-3
bra A ; S which is invariant under commutation by K, namely, A s
  . span I , e q e q e y e q e q e , e q e q e y e q e3 12 21 22 33 23 32 11 12 21 13 31
.4  24  .q e s I , w, w . Now xy y yx is a *-PDI for K = K with d s ad a33 3 i i
for a g A, and the derivations may be C-independent and arise fromi
invertible elements. Since each element of K has trace zero, it follows by a
w x d h h d h ddirect computation 17, Example 2, p. 197 that x y q y x y x y y
d h  .  .y x , with d s ad e and h s ad e , is central for all x, y g K but not12 13
identically zero. Note that d and h are C-independent.
 .EXAMPLE 7. A *-PDI xy y yx on K = K in M C with independent4
 .  .derivations. If char C / 2 and R s M C with transpose involution,4
then K is the direct product of two 3-dimensional subspaces B and B1 2
w x w xwhich satisfy B , K : B and B , B s 0. If ¨ s e y e when i / j,i i 1 2 i j i j ji
 4then one can take B s span ¨ q ¨ , ¨ y ¨ , ¨ q ¨ and B s1 12 34 13 24 14 23 2
 4span ¨ y ¨ , ¨ q ¨ , ¨ y ¨ . It follows that the *-PDI xy y yx is12 34 13 24 14 23
 .satisfied on K = K with derivations d s ad b for b g B , and these arei i i i
C-independent with neither b of rank one. Although we shall generallyi
 .  .assume that char R / 2, when R s M C with symplectic involution and4
 .char R s 2, it is well known and straightforward to see that
ww x w xx d h h d  .T , T , T , T : C, so x y y y x is a CQR on T = T if d s ad t and
 .h s ad s for t, s g T.
To prove that there are no CQRs except those described in the exam-
w xples above, we proceed much as in 16 . The idea is to reduce the situation
to a matrix ring over an algebraically closed field and to see that the
derivations involved are inner. The bulk of the argument is for matrices,
and we actually need results for matrices to make the reduction. There-
fore, we consider matrix rings first.
 .THE CASE R s M C WITH TRANSPOSE INVOLUTIONn
 .Throughout this section we assume that R s M C with C an alge-n
 .braically closed field, and will consider a CQR of the form g x, y s
d h h d h d d h  .  .c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x , where d s ad A and h s ad B .1 2 3 4
We also assume that the involution on R fixes scalar matrices: that is, the
winvolution is of the first kind. In this case, it is well known 6, Corollary, p.
x19 that either the involution on R is symplectic, as defined in Example 2,
or it is of transpose type. In the latter case, since C is algebraically closed,
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the involution is regular matrix transpose followed by conjugation by a
 .symmetric diagonal matrix. Now conjugation by the inverse of the square
root of this diagonal matrix sends the symmetric and skew-symmetric
elements of R to the usual ones under transpose. Hence, because the
derivations of our CQR are inner, conjugation of our CQR by this
 .diagonal matrix gives the same CQR, which holds for the usual skew-
 .  .symmetric elements under transpose with the derivations ad A and ad B
 y1 .  y1 .replaced by ad PAP and ad PBP . It will be apparent that our
conclusions are unaffected by this conjugation, so when the involution is of
transpose type, we may assume that it is the usual matrix transpose.
Aside from showing directly that no CQRs hold in matrices, except
those given by our examples, we shall need to use later the fact that when
R is a large matrix ring, the two derivations in the CQR must be
 .  .C-dependent. Equivalently, when d s ad A and h s ad B , we want to
 4show that I , A, B is C-dependent. For the computations required to don
this, it is important to note that we may add a scalar to either A or B and
not change their dependence, or change the derivations d or h. Also, we
may replace A and B with their conjugates by the same unit and not
 4change the C-dependence of I , A, B . The difficulty here is that to effectn
such a change, we must conjugate our CQR by this unit, but then we
cannot make a specific evaluation in the CQR, since the conjugation will
not usually preserve the symmetric or skew-symmetric elements. These will
be preserved if one conjugates by a unitary element, so the replacement of
A and B by conjugates must be restricted to their conjugates by a fixed
 4unitary unit in ¨ g R ¬ ¨¨* s ¨*¨ s I . The particular unitary elementsn
which we shall require when the involution is transpose are given next. The
fact that they are unitary is an easy verification.
 .DEFINITION. When * is transpose on R s M C , then for all 1 F i /n
2 2  .  . .j F n and l, m g C with l q m s 1, U i, j, l, m s I q l y1 e q e qn ii j j
 .m e y e is a unitary matrix.i j ji
 .We note that U i, j, l, m is the identity matrix except for l in the ith
 .  .and jth positions on the diagonal and m and ym in the i, j and j, i
entries. Since C is algebraically closed, there are infinitely many choices
for l and m satisfying l2 q m2 s 1.
Our computations require an important reduction, which is the content
of our first result, of some interest of its own.
 .LEMMA 1. Let R s M C for n G 4 ha¨e transpose in¨olution and taken
A, B g R y CI . Then there is a unitary matrix g so that Ag s gAgy1 andn
B g s gBgy1 ha¨e all nonzero off-diagonal entries.
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 .Proof. Denote the i, j entry of A by A . For i / j and nonzeroi j
2 2  . Ul, m g C with l q m s 1, let U s U i, j, l, m and set Y s A . Then for
 4s, t f i, j with s / t, a straightforward computation shows
Y s Ast st
Y s l A q m Asi si s j
Y s l A y m As j s j si
Y s l A q m Ai s i s js
Y s l A y m Ajs js i s
Y s l2A y lm A y A y m2A .i j i j i i j j ji
Y s l2A y lm A y A y m2A .ji ji i i j j i j
Y s l2A q lm A q A q m2A . .i i i i i j ji j j
Since A is not a scalar matrix, if all A s 0 for i / j, then somei j
A y A / 0, so Y / 0. Thus replacing A and B with their conjugates byi i j j i j
U enables us to assume that A / 0 for some i / j. Assume next that fori j
some k / i, A s 0, and again replace A with Y, its conjugate byi k
 .U s U j, k, l, m . Using the computations above, one sees that Y si j
l A q m A s l A , and Y s l A y m A s ym A . Also, Y s A ifi j i k i j i k ik i j i j s t s t
 4  4s, t l j, k s B, and for the other off-diagonal entries of Y in either
 4  4the jth or kth row or column, that is, when s, t l j, k / B, Y sst
2  . 2l A " m A or Y s l A " lm A y A y m A . Thus each entry ofst p q st st s s t t t s
Y is a homogeneous polynomial in l and m, and the particular polynomial
giving Y is not zero when A is not zero. For all these off-diagonalst st
entries in the jth or k th row or column, consider all the nonzero corre-
2 sponding polynomials XA , yYA , XA " YA , and X A " XY A yi j i j s t p q st s s
. 2  .  .A y Y A . Let the product of all these be t X, Y . Since t X, Y ist t t s
homogeneous, it follows that X 2 q Y 2 y 1 cannot divide any power of
 .  . 2t X, Y , so by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, there is a solution l, m g C
2 2  .of X q Y y 1 so that t l, m / 0. Using this choice of l and m in U,
each off-diagonal entry of Y in the jth or k th row or column is not zero
when the same entry of A is not zero, Y / 0, Y / 0, and all otheri j i k
off-diagonal entries of A remain unchanged in Y. Clearly, proceeding in
this manner and taking successive conjugates of A, we obtain a conjugate
of A by a unitary matrix, say AV, for which all off-diagonal entries are
nonzero. Now starting with BV we use the same argument to find a unitary
matrix H so that both AV H and BV H have all off-diagonal entries
nonzero. This is possible because BV is not scalar, and as above H will be
 .a product of elements U i, j, l, m . For example, by the computations
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above, the off-diagonal entries of AV conjugated by such a unitary matrix
are nonzero homogeneous polynomials in l and m. Including them in the
 .  .product t X, Y guarantees that one may pick U i, j, l, m so that the
off-diagonal entries of this conjugate of AV remain nonzero. Continuing
this procedure ensures that AV H has nonzero off-diagonal entries.
The examination of CQRs for R, when R has transpose involution, will
be split into two cases: when the CQR holds on either S = S or S = K,
and when it holds for K = K. The first is simpler and handled next.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let R s M C ha¨e transpose in¨olution, let char C / 2,n
 .  .and for A, B g R y CI , set d s ad A and h s ad B . If the relationn
 . d h h d h d d hg x, y s c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x has central ¨alues on S = S1 2 3 4
or on S = K, then either: all c s 0; h s zd for z g C and c q c s c qi 1 3 2
 .c s 0, so g x, y ' 0; or n F 3.4
Proof. By Lemma 1 we may assume that all off-diagonal entries of both
 .A and B are nonzero, after conjugating g x, y by an appropriate unitary.
Assume that n G 4, some c / 0, let i, j, k, and s be distinct, set x s e ,i i i
 .  .y s e " e as appropriate, and consider the s, k entry of g x, y . Sincejk k j
xy s yx s 0 and e y s ye s 0, one hass s s s
g x , y s 0 s c A B q c B A . 1 .  .sk 1 si i j 3 si i j
 .  .If c s c s 0, then the computation of g x, y gives a relation like 11 3 k s
with s and j interchanged but with c and c appearing. Assume first that2 4
c / 0 or c / 0. But the off-diagonal entries of A and B are nonzero, so1 3
 .  .  .in fact c c / 0 from 1 , and it follows that B s z s, i A for z s, i g C.1 3 i j i j
 .  .In 1 , interchanging j and k gives B s z s, i A , and by cyclicallyi k ik
 .  .  .  .permuting s, j, and k in 1 we get B s z j, i A , so z s, i s z j, i si k ik
 .  .  .  . .z i . It follows that as n-tuples, Row B y B e s z i Row A y A e .i i i i i i i i
 .  .A similar argument using 1 to write B s t i, j A will show thatsi s i
 .  .  .  .  .B s t i A for k / i and t i g C, so Col B y B e s t i Col A yk i k i i i i i i
.A e . Since n G 3, it is easy to see that there is z g C so that B s zAii i i j i j
for all i / j. We may assume that B s zA since replacing A with11 11
A y A I and B with B y B I affects neither the off-diagonal entries11 n 11 n
of A or B, nor d or h. Finally, if we conjugate A and B by a unitary
 .U s U 1, j, l, m as in the proof of Lemma 1, then as we have just seen,
U  U .  U  U ..for some c g C, B y Diag B s c A y Diag A . However, since
 U .  U .n G 4, for some k / s, A s A and B s B , so in fact z s ck s k s k s k s
 U .  U .  U .  U .and B s z A for all k / s. Using B s z A and thek s k s 1 j 1 j
expressions for these given in Lemma 1, together with B s zA , leads to11 11
B s zA . Therefore B s zA, so h s zd and we may assume that A s Bj j j j
 . y1  .  .  .by replacing g x, y with z g x, y . But now 1 becomes c q c A A1 3 si i j
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s 0, and since A A / 0, we must have c q c s 0. Similarly, if c / 0si i j 1 3 2
 .or c / 0, starting with g x, y s 0 leads to h s zd and c q c s 0. In4 k s 2 4
 .either case h s zd and c q c s c q c s 0, so g x, y ' 0, and the1 3 2 4
proof is complete.
 .The other result for transpose involution, when the CQR g x, y holds
for K = K, is somewhat more involved than Lemma 2, since one must deal
 .with the possibilities that g x, y could be as described in either Example
1 or Example 3. These examples account for the last two conclusions of the
lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 3. Let R s M C ha¨e transpose in¨olution, let char C / 2,n
 .  .and for A, B g R y CI , set d s ad A and h s ad B . If the relationn
 . d h h d h d d hg x, y s c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x has central ¨alues on K =1 2 3 4
K, then either:
 .i all c s 0;i
 .ii n F 4;
 .  .iii h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0, so g x, y ' 0;1 3 2 4
 .iv c q c s c q c s 0; or1 4 2 3
 . 2  .v h s zd for z g C, one can take B s A s A*, A s 0, rank A s
 .  . d d1, c q c q c q c s 0 but c q c / 0, and g x, y s z c q c x y y1 2 3 4 1 3 1 3
d d.y x is an identity.
Proof. Assume that n G 5 and that some c / 0, so by symmetry wei
may as well take c / 0. Set ¨ s e y e and note that K s  C¨ .1 i j i j ji i- j i j
By Lemma 1 we may assume that A B / 0 for i / j after conjugatingi j i j
 .g x, y by a suitable unitary. For i, j, k, s, and t distinct we have
g ¨ , ¨ s 0 s c A B y c A B q c B A y c B A .i j k s 1 jk st 1 js k t 3 jk st 3 js k ti t
and
g ¨ , ¨ s 0 s c A B q c B A q c B A q c A B , . jts i k i 1 js k t 2 jk st 3 js k t 4 jk st
so adding gives
c q c A B q c q c A B s 0. 2 .  .  .1 4 jk st 2 3 st jk
 .  . Since A B / 0 for i / j, either c q c s c q c s 0, or c qi j i j 1 4 2 3 1
. .  .c c q c / 0. In the first case iv holds, so assume the latter and write4 2 3
 .  .  .Eq. 2 as B s z j, k A for z j, k g C. Interchanging s and i in ourst st
 .computations gives B s z j, k A , and interchanging i and t gives B si t i t s i
 .z j, k A . If one cyclically permutes t, j, and k in the computationssi
 .  .leading to Eq. 2 , then B s z k, t A results, and then interchanging is j s j
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 .and j in this last computation yields B s z k, t A . Comparing thesesi s i
 .  .forces z j, k s z k, t , and because n G 5 it follows that B s cA for allst st
s / t and a fixed c g C. As in the proof of Lemma 2, by adding scalar
matrices to A and B, conjugating by an appropriate unitary, and then
comparing entries, we may assume that B s cA, so h s cd.
 . y1  .  .We may replace g x, y with c g x, y , and so assume that g x, y s
 . d d  . d dc q c x y q c q c y x . Since the off-diagonal entries of A are1 3 2 4
 .  .nonzero, 2 shows that c q c q c q c s 0. Unless iii holds, we have1 2 3 4
 .c q c / 0 and multiplying g x, y by the inverse of this element allows1 3
 . d d d dus to take g x, y s x y y y x . To complete the proof, we must show
 .that v holds, which means that our CQR is the one described in Exam-
ple 1.
As above, for i, j, k, s, and t distinct we compute
g ¨ , ¨ s A A y A A s 0. 3 .  .jts i i k js k t jk st
 .Interchanging i and j yields A A y A A s 0, so A , A is ai s k t ik st k t st
nonzero solution of the homogeneous system
A x y A y s 0js jk
A x y A y s 0i s ik
and it follows that
A A s A A . 4 .js ik i s jk
 .Using 3 we have A A s A A s A A s A A . Thus, givenjs k t jk st st jk s j tk
a product of two off-diagonal entries of A which use four distinct sub-
scripts, we may interchange the middle two, the first and third, or the first
two and the last two. Putting these together we get the chain of
equalities A A A s A A A s A A A s A A A sk j i s j t i j k s j t i k j s j t i k j t j s
A A A s A A A s A A A . Since A A / 0, A s A for allk i t j js k i js t j k j i s t j k j i s jt t j
j / t, which means that A* s A. But now, since x g K implies that
d w x  .  .x s x, A g S, for all x, y g K, g x, y g K l C s 0, and g x, y is an
identity on K = K.
Next we make computations to show that A has rank one and square
zero. We prove that A has rank one by showing that all its 2 = 2 minors
are zero. When no entries of the minor are diagonal, this follows from Eq.
 .  .4 . Adding a scalar matrix to A changes neither d s ad A nor the
off-diagonal entries of A, so by using a suitable scalar we may assume that
A s Ay1A A , or that A A s A A . To get the other minorsnn 12 1n n2 12 nn 1n n2
involving A and the first row, for j / 1, 2, n consider A A A snn 12 nn 1 j
 .A A A s A A A , using A* s A and 4 , so A A s A A1n n2 1 j 1n n j 12 1 j nn 1n n j
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since A / 0. For the other rows, take i / 1, j, n and compute A A A12 1 j nn i j
s A A A s A A A , which results in A A s A A .1n n j i j 1 j in n j i j nn in n j
To obtain the minors involving a different diagonal entry, compute
 .g ¨ , ¨ s 0 for i, j, k, n distinct to obtainn j ji nk
A A y A A s A A y A A . 5 .j j i k ji jk ik nn ni nk
Using A* s A and A A s A A from above, we may conclude thati k nn in nk
A A s A A . Multiplying this equality by A , with i, j, k, s, n distinct,i k j j i j jk n s
 .and using 3 show that A A A s A A A s A A A ssk ni j j sn k i j j sn i j jk
A A A , so A A s A A . Finally for i, j, k, s distinct we have thatsk n j i j in j j i j jn
 .A A A s A A A s A A A s A A A , by 3 , so A A si j k k ss ik k j s s ik k s s j k s i j sk k k ss
A A , which shows that all 2 = 2 minors of A are zero, and A has rankk s sk
one as claimed.
To see that A2 s 0, assume again that distinct letters represent distinct
 .subscripts and compute g ¨ , ¨ s 0, yieldingi j s t i s
A A q A s A A q A A q A2 . 6 .  .  .jtjt i i s s s j s t i j i t
 .Now we have just seen that A A s A A , using A* s A, so Eq. 6jt i i i j i t
 2 .  .reduces to A s 0. Next, the computation of g ¨ , ¨ s 0 results injt i j jk ik
2 2 2 2A A q A A y A A s A q A y A q A . 7 .  .  . .  . j jj j k k j j i i k k i i jk i j i k
 .Because all 2 = 2 minors of A are zero, 7 reduces to the statement that
 2 . 2A s 0, so A s 0, completing the proof of the lemma.j j
 .THE CASE R s M C WITH SYMPLECTIC INVOLUTIONn
 .As in the last section, we shall assume here that R s M C with C ann
 .algebraically closed field, and will consider a CQR of the form g x, y s
d h h d h d d h  .  .c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x , with d s ad A and h s ad B . We1 2 3 4
now assume that the involution is symplectic, so n s 2m and if M g R is
 .   ..  .  .written as M s M g M M C , then M* s W with W s adj M ,i j m 2 i j i j ji
the classical adjoint. Throughout this section we let E g R denote thei j
 .  .matrix whose 2 = 2 block in the i, j position is I g M C , and is zero2 2
 .elsewhere, so M s M s  M E , and M will denote the 2 = 2 blocki j i j i j i j
 .  .of M in the i, j position, rather than its i, j entry.
 .  .If V g M C , V is unitary, or VV * s I , if and only if det V s 1. It2 2
 .follows that U s I q V y I E is unitary: U is the identity matrixn 2 i i
except in the ith diagonal 2 = 2 block where V appears. A unitary matrix
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 .of particular importance is defined for any M g M C , i / j, and a g C2
2  .satisfying a q det M s 1 by
U M , a , i , j s I q a y 1 E q E q ME y M*E . .  .  .n ii j j i j ji
For convenience of reference, we state a lemma which relates the 2 = 2
 .  .blocks of A g M C and those of A conjugated by U M, a , i, j . Then
proof is a straightforward computation.
 .LEMMA 4. For U s U M, a , i, j , i, j, s, k distinct, and A g R, the fol-
lowing hold:
UAU* s A . sk sk
UAU* s a 2A y a A M q aMA y MA M . i j i j i i j j ji
UAU* s a A q MA . i k ik jk
UAU* s a A q A M* . k i k i k j
UAU* s a A y A M . k j k j k i
UAU* s a A y M*A . jk jk ik
UAU* s a 2A q a A M* y aM*A y M*A M* . ji ji j j i i i j
UAU* s a 2A q a A M* q aMA q MA M* . i i i i i j ji j j
UAU* s a 2A y a A M y aM*A q M*A M . . j j j j ji i j i i
Next we prove a result which corresponds to Lemma 1 for the symplectic
involution. Unfortunately, since in this section we deal mostly with 2 = 2
blocks rather than with entries, the computations here are more complex
than those for the corresponding lemmas of the last section.
 .LEMMA 5. If R s M C for n G 2 has symplectic in¨olution and if2 n
A, B g R y CI , then for some unitary matrix g g R, Ag s gAgy1 and2 n
B g s gBgy1 ha¨e all their 2 = 2 off-diagonal blocks nonzero.
Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 1. If all off-diagonal 2 = 2 blocks
 .  .A s 0, and if for all unitary matrices U s U M, a , i, j , UAU* s 0 asi j i j
 .  .well, then by Lemma 4, MA s A M for all M g M C with det M s 0.j j i i 2
 .But these matrices generate M C over C, so A s A g CI , which2 j j i i 2
means that A is a scalar matrix. Hence, we may assume that A / 0 fori j
some i / j. Now restrict the unitary matrices U above to those with
M s bI for b 2 q a 2 s 1. Should A s 0 for k / i, j, consider Y s2 i k
 .UAU* for U s U bI , a , j, k and use Lemma 4 to see that Y s a A q2 i j i j
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b A s a A / 0, Y s a A y b A s yb A / 0, and Y s A if s, tik i j i k ik i j i j s t s t
 4f j, k . We also want Y / 0 if A / 0 when at least one of s or t is inst st
 4j, k , for a suitable choice of a and b. If s / j, k, then by Lemma 4 the
blocks Y , Y , Y , and Y are each linear combinations of two blocks ofjs k s s j sk
A, one of which has the same subscripts. For example, Y s a A q b A .js js k s
If A / 0 and A and A are C-independent, then any choice of a andjs js k s
 .b gives Y / 0. If A / 0 and l A s A then Y / 0 unless a , b isjs js k s js k s js
 .  .a solution of x q yl s 0. Similarly, Y / 0 Y / 0 if A / 0 A / 0k s jk k j jk k j
 4and either A , A y A , A is C-independent, or it is C-dependentjk j j k k k j
 .but a , b is not a solution of a certain homogeneous quadratic equation
 .in two variables. Thus some Y s UAU* with U s U bI , a , j, k will have2
nonzero off-diagonal blocks wherever A does, will have Y / 0 wheni k
A s 0, and will have nonzero off-diagonal blocks in the jth or kth blocki k
 . 2 2row or column positions, as long as we pick a solution a , b of x q y s 1
which is not a solution of some homogeneous polynomial with factors of
the form x q yl and up to two quadratic factors l x 2 q l xy q l y2. Asst 1 2 3
in the proof of Lemma 1, there is such a solution by the Hilbert Nullstel-
 .lensatz, and the corresponding U s U bI , a , j, k produces the desired2
Y s UAU*. Sequentially conjugating in this way leads to a unitary V so
that all off-diagonal blocks of VAV * are nonzero. If this is not the case for
VBV *, then simply continue the same procedure if some off-diagonal
block of VBV * is not zero, but now choosing the homogeneous polynomial
to insure that the new conjugate of A still has nonzero off-diagonal blocks.
If all off-diagonal blocks of VBV * are zero, and all diagonal blocks are
equal, then conjugation of VAV * and VBV * by unitary elements I qn
 .  .  .W y I E for W g M C with det W s 1 shows that we may assume2 i i 2
that not all diagonal blocks of VBV * are equal, since B f CI . But now,2
 .again conjugating by a unitary matrix of the form U s U bI , a , j, k for2
which the conjugate of VAV * still has nonzero off-diagonal blocks, one
sees from Lemma 4 that UVBV *U* has a nonzero off-diagonal block.
Unlike the situation in the last section, here we must make a separate
computation in each of the three cases when our CQR is satisfied on
S = S, on S = K, or on K = K. It will be convenient for later reference to
 .put some computations for M C together in a lemma.2
 .LEMMA 6. Let R s M C ha¨e symplectic in¨olution, and let X, Y,2
Z g R.
 .  .1 If XVY s 0 for all V g K R then X s 0 or Y s 0;
 .2 if XMYM* s 0 for all singular M g R, then X s 0 or Y g CI ;2
and
 .  .3 if XV q YVZ s 0 for all V g K R , then either X s 0, Y s 0,
Z s 0, or X s cY and Z s ycI for some c g C.2
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 .Proof. For 1 , assume that X / 0, so either e X / 0 or e X / 0,11 22
 .and we may as well assume that e X / 0. If V s a e y e q be q11 11 22 12
  . .  . ce , then e X a e y e q be q ce s aX q cX e q bX y21 11 11 22 12 21 11 12 11 11
.aX e . Hence, suitable choices of V s V show that e XV s e and12 12 i 11 1 11
e XV s e , and it follows that Y s 0.11 2 12
 .To prove 2 , assume that X / 0 and observe that for any P g R with
 .det P s 1, P is unitary since the involution is symplectic, and that
y1  y1 . .  .PXMYM*P s PXP PM Y PM *. Now PM is singular when M is,
so we may replace X with any conjugate and so assume that X is in
Jordan canonical form. Either X is diagonal with nonzero second row or
 .  .X s cI q e , so Row MYM* s 0. But now e Y ye s 0 forces Y2 12 2 21 21 12
 .  .s 0, e Ye s 0 forces Y s 0, and e q e Y e y e s 0 yields22 11 21 21 22 11 21
Y y Y s 0, so Y is central.11 22
 .If 3 holds, set V s e and compute the four entries of XV q YVZ s 0,12
then do the same with V s e . The resulting equations are Y Z s X21 11 21 11
q Y Z s Y Z s X q Y Z s 0 in the first case, and Y Z s X11 22 21 21 21 21 22 12 12 12
q Y Z s Y Z s X q Y Z s 0 in the second. If Z Z / 0, then12 11 22 12 22 22 11 12 21
clearly Y s 0 and we are finished, so assume that either Z s 0 or12
 .  .Z s 0. Should Z s 0, let V s e y e in 3 . Now XV q YVZ s 021 12 11 22 12
 .s XV q YVZ implies that yX q Y Z y Y Z s 0 and that22 12 11 12 12 22
yX q Y Z y Y Z s 0, which give X q Y Z s 0 and X q22 21 12 22 22 12 12 22 22
Y Z s 0. These two resulting equations together with the first ones22 22
 .obtained show that X s yZ Y. On the other hand, if Z s 0, then22 21
examining the first column of XV q YVZ, again with V s e y e , will11 22
 .show that X s yZ Y. In either case X s cY, so we are finished if11
c s 0, or if Y s 0, and if not, then 0 s XV q YVZ s cYV q YVZ s
 .  .YV cI q Z and Z s ycI follows from part 1 .2 2
 .  .LEMMA 7. Assume R s M C has symplectic in¨olution, char C / 2,2 n
 .  .  .A, B g R y CI , d s ad A , and h s ad B , and that the relation g x, y2 n
s c x d y h q c y h x d q c x h y d q c y d x h has central ¨alues on S = K. Then1 2 3 4
either n F 2, all c s 0, or h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0, soi 1 3 2 4
 .g x, y is identically zero.
Proof. Assume throughout that n ) 2, and for now that c / 0. Using1
 .Lemma 5 and conjugating g x, y by a suitable unitary, we may assume
that all the blocks A / 0 and B / 0 when i / j. We begin with twoi j i j
 .computations. For i, j, and k distinct and any M g M C , expanding2
 .g E , ME y M*E s 0 yields the relationi i jk k j ik
c A MB y c A M*B y c AB M q c A B M . i j1 i j k k 1 i k jk 1 1 i i i j
8 .
q c B MA y c B M*A y c BA M q c B A M s 0. . i j3 i j k k 3 i k jk 3 3 i i i j
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  ..Now let V g K M C and compute the four relations2
g E , VE s c A VB q c B VA s 0 .i i j j 1 i j jk 3 i j jkik
g E , VE s c B VA q c A VB s 0 .i i j j 2 k j ji 4 k j jik i
g E , VE s c VB A q c VA B s 0 .j j i i 2 i j jk 4 i j jkik
9 .
g E , VE s c A B V q c B A V s 0. .j j i i 1 k j ji 3 k j jik i
 .If V is invertible, the last relation in 9 shows that c A B q c B A s1 k j ji 3 k j ji
0. Using this with i and k interchanged, and then adding scalar multiples
 .   ..of it to the first relation in 9 with various choices of V g K M C , gives2
the identity
c A XB q c B XA s 0 10 .1 i j jk 3 i j jk
 .  .   ..for M C , since M C is generated additively by K M C and CI2 2 2 2
w xwhen the involution is symplectic. It follows 6, Lemma 1.3.2, p. 22 that
 .  .B s z i, j A for some z i, j g C.i j i j
As in Lemma 5, the conjugates UAU* and UBU* for the unitary
 .U s U bI , a , i, j will still have all their off-diagonal blocks nonzero if a2
 .and b are chosen appropriately. By Lemma 4, UBU* s aB q bBik ik jk
 .and UAU* s a A q b A . As we have just seen, there is g g C soi k ik jk
 .  .  .  .that UBU* s g UAU* , and it follows that a z i, k A q b z j, k Aik ik ik jk
  . .   .s ga A q gb A , or equivalently, that a z i, k y g A q b z j, k yi k jk ik
.g A s 0. Clearly, if A and A are C-independent, then ab / 0jk ik jk
 .  .forces z i, k s g s z j, k . Should this conclusion fail to hold, then
 .A s l A , and as in Lemma 5 there is a unitary U s U b , a , as above,jk ik
 .   . .   . .so that a , b is not a solution of z i, k y g X q z j, k y g lY s 0.
 .  .Consequently, we may assume that z i, k s z j, k . A similar computa-
 .  .  .  .tion, considering UBU* and UAU* , leads to z k, i s z k, j . Sincek i k i
 .  4R s M C with n G 3, it follows that there is z g C y 0 with B s zA2 n i j i j
 .  .whenever i / j. The identity 10 now reduces to c q c A XA s 0,1 3 i j jk
 .and since M C is a prime ring and A / 0 for i / j, we must have2 i j
 .c q c s 0. To obtain c q c s 0, use the middle two equations in 9 to1 3 2 4
 .get 10 but with c and c appearing.4 2
 .Consider relation 8 with M a singular matrix and multiply on the right
by M*. Because c q c s 0 and B s zA , this reduces to A M B y1 3 st st i j k k
.zA M* s 0, so Lemma 6 implies that B y zA s z I . Finally, con-k k k k k k k 2
 .sider again a conjugate of A and B by U bI , a , i, j , chosen so that2
UAU* and UBU* still have nonzero off-diagonal blocks. By Lemma 4, if
 4  .  .k f i, j , then UBU* s aB q bB s z UAU* , and therefore thei k ik jk ik
 .  .argument in the last paragraph implies that UBU* s z UAU* . Ex-i j i j
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panding by Lemma 4, and using B s zA and B s zA , results ini j i j ji ji
 .  .  .  ..ab B y B s zab A y A s ab B y z I y B y z I , whichj j i i j j i i j j j 2 i i i 2
forces z s z s j . Now B s zA q j I for all j, so replacing A withi j j j j j 2
y1  .A q j z I affects neither d s ad A nor the off-diagonal blocks of A,2 n
but does enable us to assume that B s zA . Thus we may take B s zA,j j j j
and so h s zd. This completes the proof under the assumption that c / 0.1
 .  .If c s 0, then 10 forces c s 0. Now replace 8 with the computation1 3
 .g E , ME y M*E s 0 and proceed essentially as above to obtain thei i jk k j k i
conclusions of the lemma.
The argument in Lemma 7 showing that B s zA follows once we know
 .that B s z i, j A will be cited a number of times in our subsequenti j i j
lemmas. We move next to CQRs satisfied on K = K.
 .  .LEMMA 8. Assume R s M C has symplectic in¨olution, char C / 2,2 n
 .  .  .A, B g R y CI , d s ad A , h s ad B , and that the relation g x, y s2 n
c x d y h q c y h x d q c x h y d q c y d x h has central ¨alues on K = K. Then1 2 3 4
either n G 2, all c s 0, or h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0, soi 1 3 2 4
 .g x, y is identically zero.
Proof. It is clear that by symmetry we may assume that c / 0 since the1
only substitutions for either variable come from K. By Lemma 5 we may
assume that all off-diagonal blocks of A and of B are nonzero. Choose
  .. y1  .V, P g K M C with P invertible and consider P g PE , VE s 0.2 i i j j i k
 . y1Expanding this gives c A VB q c B VA s 0, and g PE , VE P1 i j jk 3 i j jk k k j j ik
s 0 results in c B VA q c A VB s 0. The sum of these two equalities2 i j jk 4 i j jk
 .  .  y1 .is c q c A VB q c q c B VA s 0. But g P E , PE s 01 4 i j jk 2 3 i j jk j j j j i k
 .  .yields c q c A B q c q c B A s 0, so the addition of these last1 4 i j jk 2 3 i j jk
two equalities, using the fact that R s S q K s CI q K, gives the gener-2
alized polynomial identity
c q c A XB q c q c B XA s 0 11 .  .  .1 4 i j jk 2 3 i j jk
 .holding for M C .2
 . .  .  .If c q c c q c / 0, then B s z i, j A for some z i, j g C by1 4 2 3 i j i j
w x6, Lemma 1.3.2, p. 22 . From this fact, the argument in Lemma 7 would
show that there is z g C so that B s zA for all i / j. The first twoi j i j
 . equalities derived above now become c q c A VA s 0 and c q1 3 i j jk 2
.c A VA s 0, so Lemma 6 forces c q c s 0 s c q c . Again, as in4 i j jk 1 3 2 4
 .   ..Lemma 7, if M is singular in M C and P g K M C is invertible, then2 2
 .  .g PE , ME y M*E M* s 0 yields c A M B y zA M* s 0.i i jk k j ik 1 i j k k k k
Lemma 6 tells us that B y zA g CI , and the argument in Lemma 7k k k k 2
shows first that all B y zA are equal, and then that replacing A withk k k k
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itself plus a scalar allows us to assume that B s zA. Therefore, h s zd,
finishing the proof.
 . .Next, if c q c c q c s 0, then each factor is zero, since otherwise,1 4 2 3
 .  .the identity 11 together with the primeness of M C would force the2
contradiction A s 0 or B s 0; thus c q c s c q c s 0. Our firsti j jk 1 4 2 3
computation, c A VB q c B VA s 0, together with c / 0 and Lemma1 i j jk 3 i j jk 1
6 shows that c / 0. Should B be a unit, then multiplying the last3 jk
equation on the right by its inverse and applying Lemma 6 show that
 .  .  .B s z j, k A and B s yz j, k A for some z j, k g C. Clearly, thejk jk i j i j
same conclusion results if any of the other blocks, A , A , or B , isi j jk i j
invertible. If instead, all four blocks have rank one, then LA VB s 0 fori j jk
 .any L in the left annihilator l B of B , and Lemma 6 implies that Ai j i j i j
  ..  .is in r l B , the right annihilator of l B . Since we are consideringi j i j
 .   ..  .elements in M C , A g r l B s B M C . Similarly, B g2 i j i j i j 2 i j
  ..  .r l A s A M C , so A and B generate the same right ideal ofi j i j 2 i j i j
 .M C . Our initial computation with i, k, and j permuted cyclically is2
y1  .P g PE , VE s c A VB q c B VA s 0. Multiply this equality onk k i i k j 1 k i i j 3 k i i j
 .   .  .the right by r B to obtain, as above, that A g l r B s M C B .i j i j i j 2 i j
  .  .Similarly, B g l r A s M C A , and A and B generate the samei j i j 2 i j i j i j
left ideal. Since they generate the same left ideal and the same right ideal
 .  .in M C , it is straightforward to see that B s z i, j A for some2 i j i j
 . w xz i, j g C 14, p. 483 . Thus this dependence relation holds regardless of
the ranks of the 2 = 2 blocks involved, and once again, the argument in
Lemma 7 shows that for some z g C, B s zA whenever i / j. Conse-i j i j
 .quently, c A VB q c B VA s 0 yields c q c A VA s 0, which by1 i j jk 3 i j jk 1 3 i j jk
Lemma 6 results in c q c s 0. Since c q c s c q c s 0, this forces1 3 1 4 2 3
 . .c q c s 0. The computation above, for the case c q c c q c / 0,2 4 1 4 2 3
using c q c s 0 and the argument in Lemma 7, leads to h s zd, com-1 3
pleting the proof of the lemma.
Our final result for matrices with symplectic involution is more compli-
cated than our last two results since by Examples 2 and 4, identities exist
for the S = S case. Like Lemma 3, we obtain the characterization of the
derivations for the identity corresponding to the one in Example 2.
 .  .LEMMA 9. Assume R s M C has symplectic in¨olution, char C / 2,2 n
 .  .  .A, B g R y CI , d s ad A , and h s ad B , and that the relation g x, y2 n
s c x d y h q c y h x d q c x h y d q c y d x h has central ¨alues on S = S. Then1 2 3 4
either:
 .i n F 2;
 .ii all c s 0;i
 .iii c y c s c y c s 0;1 4 2 3
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 .  .iv h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0 so g x, y is identi-1 3 2 4
cally zero; or
 . 2v h s zd for z g C, one can take B s A s yA*, with A s 0 and
 .  . d d d d.rank A s 1, c q c s c q c / 0, and g x, y s z c q c x y q y x1 3 2 4 1 3
is an identity.
 .Proof. Since g x, y is evaluated on S = S, it is clear by symmetry that
we may assume throughout that c / 0. We also assume that n G 3 and by1
Lemma 5 that A / 0 and B / 0 when i / j. We begin with somei j i j
 .necessary computations, where as usual M g M C , and i, j, k are2
distinct.
g E , E s c A B q c B A s 0 12 . .i i j j 1 i j jk 3 i j jkik
g E , E s c B A q c A B s 0 13 . .k k j j 2 i j jk 4 i j jkik
g E , ME q M*E .i i jk k j ik
s c A MB q c A M*B y c AB M q c A B M . i j1 i j k k 1 i k jk 1 1 i i i j
q c B MA q c B M*A y c BA M . i j3 i j k k 3 i k jk 3
q c B A M s 0 14 .3 i i i j
g E , ME q M*E .i i i j ji jk
s yc A MB q c M*B A y c B M*A1 ji jk 2 i i i k 2 j j i k
y c B MA q c M*A B y c A M*B s 0 15 .3 ji jk 4 i i i k 4 j j i k
g E , ME q M*E .i i i j ji i k
s c A M*B q c MB A y c B M*A1 i j i k 2 ji i k 2 i j i k
q c B M*A q c MA B y c A M*B s 0 16 .3 i j i k 4 ji i k 4 i j i k
g E , ME q M*E .i i i j ji i j
s c A M*B y c AB M q c A B M q c MB A . i i1 i j i j 1 1 i i i i 2 ji i j
y c B M*A q c B M*A y c BA M q c B A M . i i2 i j i j 3 i j i j 3 3 i i i i
q c MA B y c A M*B s 0. 17 .4 ji i j 4 i j i j
 .  .Using 13 with i and j interchanged in 16 yields
c y c A M*B q c y c B M*A s 0. 18 .  .  .1 4 i j i k 3 2 i j i k
 .  .  .Since M* g M C is arbitrary, 18 is a generalized identity for M C .2 2
Therefore, we may conclude that either c y c s c y c s 0, or else1 4 3 2
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 . .  .  . wc y c c y c / 0 and B s z i, j A for some z i, j g C 6, Lemma1 4 3 2 i j i j
x1.3.2, p. 22 . We are done in the first case, so assume the second and use
the argument in Lemma 7 to see that B s zA for some z g C. To seei j i j
 .  .that B s zA, note first that 18 now implies that c q c y c q c s 0,1 3 2 4
 .  .so c q c s c q c , and then note that Eqs. 12 and 13 show that1 3 2 4
c q c A A s c q c A A s 0 19 .  .  .1 3 i j jk 2 4 i j jk
 .  .so either each A is singular or c q c s c q c s 0. Next consideri j 1 3 2 4
 .Eq. 14 multiplied on the right by M*, choosing M to be singular. Now if
c q c s 0, then using B s zA for i / j, one obtains c A M B y1 3 i j i j 1 i j k k
.zA M* s 0, so B y zA is central by Lemma 6. The argument ink k k k k k
Lemma 7 shows first that all these central elements are equal, and then by
replacing A with itself plus a scalar enables us to assume that B s zA.
 .Thus conclusion iv of the theorem holds if c q c s c q c s 0, so we1 3 2 4
may henceforth assume that c q c s c q c / 0, and we must show1 3 2 4
 .that v holds.
 .It follows from 19 that A is singular for all i / j, and in fact thati j
A A s 0 when the three subscripts are distinct. Next use B s zA fori j jk i j i j
 .i / j, and c q c s c q c to see that Eq. 17 reduces to1 3 2 4
c q c z A A M s c q c zMA A . .  .1 3 i k k i 2 4 ji i j /
k/i
 .Since M g M C is arbitrary, one easily obtains that A A is central, so2 ji i j
A A s 0 because A is singular. We proceed to show that B s zA.ji i j i j
 .Equation 15 can now be written as
y c q c zA MA q M* c B q c zA A .  .1 3 ji jk 2 i i 4 i i i k
y c B q c zA M*A s 0. .2 j j 4 j j i k
 .Computing g ME q M*E , E s 0 yields the expressioni j ji i i jk
y c q c zA MA q M* c B q c zA A .  .2 4 ji jk 3 i i 1 i i i k
y c B q c zA M*A s 0. .3 j j 1 j j i k
Comparing the last two expressions and using c q c s c q c lead to1 3 2 4
M* c B q c zA A y c B q c zA M*A .  .2 i i 4 i i i k 2 j j 4 j j i k
s M* c B q c zA A y c B q c zA M*A .  .3 i i 1 i i i k 3 j j 1 j j i k
and multiplying on the left by M, assuming that M is singular, gives
 .  . .M c y c B q z c y c A M*A s 0. Applying Lemma 6 shows that3 2 j j 1 4 j j i k
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 .  .c y c B q z c y c A is central, and since we are assuming both3 2 j j 1 4 j j
 . .that c q c s c q c and that c y c c y c / 0, we have c y c s1 3 2 4 3 2 1 4 1 4
c y c / 0, so that B s zA q z I for z g C. Once again, the argu-2 3 j j j j j 2 j
ment in Lemma 7 shows first that all the z are equal, and then, thatj
replacing A with itself plus a scalar matrix enables us to assume that
 .B s zA, so h s zd. Using c q c s c q c / 0, to prove that v holds, it1 3 2 4
 .y1 y1  .  .suffices to consider c q c z g x, y instead of g x, y , or equiva-1 3
 . d d d dlently, we may assume that g x, y s x y q y x . In particular, in our
previous computations, c s c s 1, and c s c s 0.1 2 3 4
Recall that A A s A A s 0 when the subscripts are distinct. Toi j jk i j ji
complete the proof we need to show that A2 s 0, rank A s 1, A* s yA,
 .  .and that g x, y is an identity. Under our current assumptions, Eq. 14
 4reduces to A MA q A M*A y A A M s 0. For s g i, j , righti j k k ik jk i j j j
multiplication by A yields the generalized identityk s
A MA A y A A MA s 0.i j k k k s i j j j k s
w xBy 6, Lemma 1.3.2, p. 22 we have A A s u A and A A s u A fori j j j i j k k k s k s
 .u s u i, j g C. Therefore, from this identity, if any one of A A , A A ,i j j j k k k i
 .  .or A A is zero, they are all zero. Since d s ad A s ad A q cI , wek k k j 2 n
 . may replace A with A y u 2, 3 I . Now the computation A y2 n
 . .   . .   . .u 2, 3 I A y u 2, 3 I s A A y u 2, 3 I s 0 shows that we2 n 23 2 n 33 23 33 2
may assume that A A s 0, and so, A A s A A s 0. If n ) 3 and23 33 11 12 11 13
if one takes any 3 - k F n, then A A s 0 implies that A A s 0,11 13 k3 33
which in turn gives A A s 0. Hence A A s 0 for all k ) 1. But now11 1k 11 1k
 4if 1, i, j are distinct, then A A s 0 implies that A A s 0 for i / j11 1 j i j j j
 .and 1 / i, j. Multiply 15 on the left by A and set k s 1 to obtaini j
A M*A A s 0, which forces A A s 0. Using the relations derived ai j i i i1 i i i1
few lines above, we may conclude first that A A s 0, then that A A1 j j j i i i j
s 0, and finally that A A s 0. Since from above A A s A A s 0,j1 11 i k k j i j ji
 2 . 2it follows that A s 0 for any i / j. To see that A s 0, take P, M gi j
 .M C and compute2
g PE q P*E , ME q M*E .i j ji jk k j ik
s PA MA q PA M*A y P A2 M . j jj j k k jk jk
y A PMA q A PA M q A P*A Mii k k i i j j i j i j
y A M*P*A s 0. 20 .i k ik
 .Multiply 20 on the left by A and on the right by A to obtainji k i
 2 .  2 .A P A MA s 0, so A s 0 since P and M are arbitrary. There-ji j j k i j j
fore, we finally have shown that A2 s 0.
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We show next that A is skew-symmetric with rank A s 1. It follows
 2 . 2from A s 0 and A A s 0 for i / j, that A s 0, so A A s 0 forj j ji i j j j ji i j
 .  .all i, j. We make two more computations using g x, y . For any M g M C2
we claim that
g E , ME q M*E s yA MA y A M*A s 0 21 . .i i i j ji k i jk k j ikk k
since this element is central but has A in its right annihilator. Thus thek i
 .i, i block is also zero and we have
g E , ME q M*E s A M*A q A MA s 0. 22 . .i i i j ji i j i i i i jii i
 .For any symmetric element Y and i / j, AYA s  A Y A .i j k , t i k k t t j
When k s t, the terms A Y A s Y A A s 0 since Y gi k k k k j k k ik k j k k
  ..S M C s CI and A A s 0, as we have seen. When k / t and2 2 i k k j
 4  4  .k, t s i, j , then A Y A q A Y A s 0 because A 20 si i i j j j i j ji i j ji
 .A P A MA q A M*A s 0 forces A MA q A M*A s 0 andji j j k k jk jk j j k k jk jk
 4Y s Y * as Y is symmetric. Next, when k / t and k, t has exactly oneji i j
 4  .element in common with i, j , the corresponding terms in AYA arei j
sums of A Y A q A Y A and A Y A q A Y A , and these arei i i t t j i t t i i j i j jt t j i t t j j j
 .  . Uzero by applying Eqs. 15 and 14 , where again we use Y s Y . Last, if i,ji i j
 .j, k, and t are distinct, the computation yg E , ME q M*E sk k k t tk i j
A MA q A M*A s 0, using M s Y , shows that the remaining termsi k t j i t k j k t
 .  .in  A Y A are zero, so AYA s 0. The terms in AYA sk , t i k k t t j i j i i
 A Y A when i, k, and t are distinct, are sums of A Y A qk , t i k k t t i i k k t t i
 .A Y A s 0 by 21 . When k s t, A Y A s 0 since A A s 0 andi t tk k i ik k k k i ik k i
 4  .Y symmetric implies that Y is central. If k / t and i g k, t , then 22k k
shows that A Y A q A Y A s 0. Consequently, AYA s 0 for all sym-i i i t t i i t t i i i
w xmetric Y g R, so rank A s 1 and A* s yA result 15, Lemma 2, p. 93 .
 .  d d d d.Finally, for c s c q c , we may write g x, y s cz x y q y x . For any1 3
2  . u, ¨ g S, since A s 0 s AuA s A¨A, we have g x, y s yczA u¨ q
.  .¨u A s 0, because u¨ q ¨u g S. This shows that g x, y is an identity and
at last completes the proof of the lemma.
MAIN RESULTS
As we indicated earlier, our main result for prime rings uses the results
for matrix rings. To have a single statement for reference, we combine the
preceding lemmas for matrix rings into one result. The general statement
is a little less sharp regarding the size of the matrices than are some of the
lemmas. The possible nontrivial CQRs correspond to the examples in the
first part of the paper.
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 .THEOREM 1. Let R s M C with in¨olution * of the first kind, for C ann
algebraically closed field with char C / 2. If d and h are nonzero C-linear
 . d h h d h d d hderi¨ ations of R so that g x, y s c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x has1 2 3 4
  .  .4central ¨alues on W = W , where each W g T R , K R , then either:1 2 i
 .i all c s 0;i
 .ii n F 4;
 .  .iii h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0, so g x, y ' 0;1 3 2 4
 .iv * is transpose, W s W s K, and c q c s c q c s 0;1 2 1 4 2 3
 .v * is symplectic, W s W s T , and c y c s c y c s 0;1 2 1 4 2 3
 .  .vi * is transpose, W s W s K, h s zd for z g C, d s ad A for1 2
2  . d d d dA g R with A* s A, A s 0, and rank A s 1, and cg x, y s x y y y x
for c g C is an identity for K = K ; or
 .  .vii * is symplectic, W s W s T , h s zd for z g C, d s ad A for1 2
2  . d dA g R with A* s yA, A s 0, and rank A s 1, and cg x, y s x y q
y d x d for c g C is an identity for T = T.
w xProof. It is well known 5, Proposition, p. 100 that any C-linear
derivation of R must be inner, so Lemmas 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9 may be applied
to obtain the result as stated.
Our main theorem for prime rings gives pretty much the same conclu-
sions as Theorem 1. The condition on the size of the matrices in Theorem
1 is replaced with the statement that R does not satisfy an appropriate
standard identity S . Recall that a prime ring R satisfies S precisely2 n 2 n
 . w xwhen R embeds in M F for a field F 8 . The general outline of then
proof of our main result is to use the theory of differential identities to
reduce to the case when the derivations are ‘‘inner’’ and R has a nonzero
socle. To achieve this reduction we need two results from the literature.
The first is a fairly easy computation using facts about rings with involu-
tion.
 .LEMMA A. If cxy q zyx g C for c, z g C and all x, y g W = W ,1 2
  .  .4where each W g T R , K R , then either c s z s 0 or R satisfies thei
 .standard identity S , so embeds in M F for F a field.4 2
w xProof. 16, Lemma 4, p. 115 .
 .For our prime ring R with extended centroid C, let Q R be the
w xMartindale quotient ring of R 18 . The only information we need about
 .Q R is that C is its center and that any derivation of R extends uniquely
 .  w x w x.to Q R see 9, p. 156 or 11, p. 766 . A derivation of R is called ‘‘inner’’
 .  .  .if its extension to Q R is the derivation ad A for A g Q R , where the
 . w xaction of ad A on r g R is r, A s rA y Ar. The set of all such is
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 .  .denoted Inn R , and a derivation d f Inn R is called outer. Derivations
 .d , . . . , d of R are said to be independent modulo Inn R if whenever1 n
 . c d g Inn R for c g C, then all c s 0.i i i i
The second result from the literature which we need is a special case of
w x11, Theorem 7, p. 783 . It is the essential tool used to reduce to the case of
inner derivations in our CQR, but requires some terminology to under-
 w x w x.  .stand. It turns out see 9, p. 156 or 11, p. 766 that if d g Inn R with
 .  .   .d s ad A , then A g N R s q g Q R ¬ Iq q qI ; R for a nonzero ideal
4I of R , the symmetric Martindale quotient ring of R, a prime subring of
 .  d h4Q R containing R and having C as center. Consider p g N ) C x , y ,C i i
the free product over C, where x d and y h are indeterminates withi i
‘‘exponents’’ either the identity map of R or outer derivations of R. If such
 . n  .a p involves n subscripts, then for r , . . . , r g R , p r , . . . , r is the1 n 1 n
d d h  U .h devaluation obtained by replacing x with r , and y with r , where ti i i i
is the image of t g R under the derivation d, or t d s t if d s I . If forR
n  .some nonzero ideal I of R, the map p: I ª N R is zero, then p / 0 is
a generalized *-differential identity, or G*-DI, for R. For example, if
d h d h  .  .cx y q zy x were an identity on T I = K I , then by substituting x q1
y for x and x y y for y one would obtain a G*-DI for I, namely, p s1 2 2
 d h d h d h d h.  d h d h d h d h.c x x q y x y x y y y y q z x x q x y y y x y y y . If a1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
G*-DI p is multilinear and homogeneous in subscripts, then each mono-
 .mial m of p gives rise to an exponent sequence w s d , . . . , d , with d1 n i
the exponent of x , or y , appearing in m. Set p equal to the sum of alli i w
monomials in p having exponent sequence w, but with all exponents
 .deleted. In the example above, there are two exponent sequences, d, h
 .  . and h, d , p s c x x q y x y x y y y y and p s z x x qd, h. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 h, d. 2 1
.x y y y x y y y . With these definitions we can finally state the special2 1 2 1 2 1
w xcase of 11, Theorem 7, p. 783 which we require. Recall that R satisfies a
 .generalized polynomial identity if for some nonzero p x , . . . , x g RC1 k
 4 k) C X , all substitutions on R give zero.C
THEOREM B. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution, and p a G*-DI for a
nonzero ideal I of R which is multilinear and homogeneous of degree n in its
 4subscripts. Assume that p has all its exponents in d , . . . , d , I , where1 k R
 4  .d , . . . , d are deri¨ ations of R which are independent modulo Inn R , and1 k
 .I is the identity map of R. If w s h , . . . , h is an exponent sequence of pR 1 n
containing a maximal number of deri¨ ations among all exponent sequences,
then p is an identity for R, and R satisfies a nonzero generalized polynomialw
identity.
It is fairly easy to see that when R is a prime ring with involution, then
 . wthe involution extends to C, and so to RC : Q R 19, Theorem 4.1,
xp. 511 . As for matrices, the involution is of the first kind if its extension is
the identity map on C and of the second kind otherwise. It will be easy to
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eliminate the case of involutions of the second kind. The advantage of
involutions of the first kind is to be able to extend the involution after
extending the scalars of the algebra. Specifically, once we have that R
wsatisfies a generalized polynomial identity, a theorem of Martindale 18,
x  .Theorem 3, p. 579 tells us that soc RC / 0 and that eRCe is finite
dimensional over C for each primitive idempotent e g RC. Using the
 .multilinearity of g x, y , we will show that we may replace R with
 .H s soc RC m F. The involution on R extends to H, but also H sC
 .  .soc H and eHe f M F for any idempotent e g H, so we may bring ourk
results on matrices into play. Computations in H require the following
 w x w x.result see 10, Theorem 4, p. 89 or 20, Corollary 2.8, p. 19 , an involution
w xversion of Litoff’s theorem 7, Theorem 3, p. 90 .
LEMMA C. Suppose that H is a simple ring without 1, with centroid F,
 .  .with in¨olution of the first kind, and that H s soc H , and eHe f M F fork
any idempotent e g H. Then for any h , . . . , h g H and m ) 0, there is1 n
2  .e* s e s e g H with all h g eHe f M F and k G m.i k
 .  .The parts of our main result corresponding to iv ] vii of Theorem 1
will say that the involution on H is of transpose type or is symplectic. It is
well known and fairly easy to see that a matrix ring over a field with an
involution of the first kind is of transpose type exactly when there is a rank
one symmetric element and is symplectic exactly when there is a rank one
w xskew-symmetric element 15, Lemma 3, p. 93 . We use this same dichotomy
to say that H itself has involution which is of transpose type or is
symplectic. Note that by Lemma C, H has *-invariant matrix subrings, so
has either rank one symmetric or skew-symmetric elements. It cannot have
both since such elements would embed into the same *-invariant matrix
subring of H by Lemma C. Of course, it is equivalent to say that the
 .involution on H is of transpose type symplectic exactly when each
 .*-invariant matrix subring has transpose type symplectic involution. The
statement of our main theorem can now be given.
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution *, and suppose that
 .char R / 2. If d and h are nonzero deri¨ ations of R so that g x, y s
d h h d h d d h  .  .c x y q c y x q c x y q c y x has central ¨alues on W I = W I ,1 2 3 4 1 2
 .   .  .4where I is a nonzero ideal of R and each W I g T I , K I , then either:i
 .i all c s 0;i
 .  .ii R satisfies the standard polynomial S , so embeds in M F for F8 4
an algebraic closure of C;
 .  .iii h s zd for z g C and c q c s c q c s 0, so g x, y ' 0; or1 3 2 4
 .R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity, d, h g Inn R , and if H s
 .soc RC m F for F an algebraic closure of C, then eitherC
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 .  .iv * is of transpose type on H, W s W s K I , and c q c s1 2 1 4
c q c s 0;2 3
 .  .v * is of symplectic type on H, W s W s T I , and c y c s1 2 1 4
c y c s 0;2 3
 .  .vi * is of transpose type on H, W s W s K I , h s zd for z g C,1 2
 . 2cd s ad A for c g C and A g R with A* s A, A s 0, and rank A s 1
 . d d d d  .  .in RC, and tg x, y s x y y y x for t g C is an identity on K R = K R ;
or
 .  .vii * is of symplectic type on H, W s W s T I , h s zd for z g C,1 2
 . 2cd s ad A for c g C and A g R with A* s yA, A s 0, and rank A s 1
 . d d d d  .  .in RC, and tg x, y s x y q y x for t g C is an identity on T R = T R .
 .  .Proof. We assume throughout that i and ii do not hold, and use
 .Theorem B to show that d, h g Inn R . Replace x and y with X " X*
 .  .  .and Y " Y * as appropriate, depending on whether W I is T I or K I ,i
 . w  . xto get ¨ X, X*, Y, Y *, t s g X, X*, Y, Y * , t , a G*-DI on I, as defined
 .above. Note that ¨ X, X*, Y, Y *, t is multilinear and homogeneous of
 4  .degree three. If d, h is independent modulo Inn R , then by Theorem B,
w x w xboth ¨ s c xy q c yx, t and ¨ s c xy q c yx, t are identitiesd, h, 1. 1 2 h, d, 1. 3 4
 .  .on W R = W R = R, where we have re-identified X " X* with x and1 2
Y " Y * with y. But this means that c xy q c yx and c xy q c yx have1 2 3 4
central values on W = W , so Lemma A forces the contradiction that1 2
either all c s 0 or R satisfies the standard identity S . Consequently, wei 4
 .  .may assume next that d f Inn R and that h s zd q ad A for z g C and
 .A g N R .
 .  .Set D s ad A and rewrite g x, y as
g x , y s z c q c x d y d q c q c y d x d .  .  . .1 3 2 4
q c x d y D q c y D x d q c x D y d q c y d x D .1 2 3 4
As above, substitute X " X* for x and Y " Y * for y, and apply Theorem
w  . x 3B to obtain the identity ¨ s g X, X*, Y, Y * , t on R , whichd, d, 1. d, d, 1.
in turn, by re-identifying variables, yields the central identity
g s z c q c xy q z c q c yx on W R = W R . .  .  .  .d , d. 1 3 2 4 1 2
 .  .Using Lemma A forces z c q c s z c q c s 0, and the last expres-1 3 2 4
 .  . d D D d D dsion for g x, y can be written as g x, y s c x y q c y x q c x y1 2 3
q c y d x D. Another application of Theorem B, after appropriate substitu-4
tion for x and y, and replacing x D with xA y Ax and y D with yA y Ay,
leads to the central identities g s c xy D q c y D x and g s c x D yd, 1. 1 2 1, d. 3
D  .  .q c yx on W R = W R . Since some c / 0 and R does not satisfy S ,4 1 2 i 6
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w xit follows that D s 0 directly from 16, Theorem 2, p. 120 when W s W ,1 2
w xand from 16, Theorem 3, p. 124 when W / W . Thus zd s h / 0, for1 2
 .  .  .z / 0, and since z c q c s z c q c s 0, it follows that c q c s1 3 2 4 1 3
 .  .c q c s 0, proving that iii holds. Therefore, we are finished unless2 4
 .  .d g Inn R , and similarly we obtain h g Inn R .
 .  .Henceforth we take d s ad A and h s ad B . We want to show that R
must satisfy a generalized polynomial identity. Replacing x d with xA y Ax,
y d with yA y Ay, x h with xB y Bx, and y h with yB y By shows that
 .  .  .  4  .g x, y g F R, X s N R ) C X , the free product over C of N RC
 .and the free algebra in a large set of indeterminates X. Clearly, for
 4 w  . x  .  .t g X y x, y , g x, y , t ' 0 in F R, X exactly when g x, y ' 0. If
 4  .A,B, 1 is C-independent, then all the monomials appearing in g x, y ,
except for those containing AB or BA, can be taken as part of a C-basis
 .  .for F R, X . It follows that cancellation of all the monomials in g x, y is
w  . x w  . ximpossible, so g x, y , t is nonzero and g X " X*, Y " Y * , t is a
nontrivial *-generalized identity for I. This forces R to satisfy a nonzero
generalized polynomial identity by Theorem B, applied in the case in
which a G*-DI has no derivations appearing as exponents. On the other
 4hand, if A, B, 1 is C-dependent, then since d / 0 and h / 0, h s zd for
 4z g C y 0 . In this case we may write
g x , y s z c q c x d y d q c q c y d x d . .  .  . .1 3 2 4
 .Since d / 0, A f C, so as above all monomials in g x, y which do not
2  .contain A are part of some C-basis for F R, X , and it follows in a
w  . xstraightforward way that either g X " X*, Y " Y * , t is a nonzero iden-
tity for I or c q c s c q c s 0. In the first case R satisfies a nonzero1 3 2 4
generalized polynomial identity, again by Theorem B. Hence either R
 .satisfies a generalized polynomial identity, or else iii holds. We may
continue with the assumption that R does satisfy a nonzero generalized
polynomial identity.
We show now that one may assume that the involution is of the first
w  . xkind. If not, then since g x, y , t is a multilinear and homogeneous
 .  .  .generalized polynomial which is an identity on the set W I = W I =1 2
w  . x wR, it follows that g x, y , t is an identity for a nonzero ideal J of R 16,
x  .Lemma 2, p. 113 . But now, because g x, y has central values on J and we
 . ware assuming that R does not satisfy S , iii holds by 17, Theorem 6, p.8
x  .  .  .198 . Thus i , ii , or iii holds unless the involution is of the first kind.
The next step in our argument is to replace R with a ring equal to its
own socle. Since R satisfies a nonzero generalized polynomial identity,
w x  .Martindale’s theorem 18, Theorem 3, p. 579 shows that H s soc RC / 0,
and that eHe is a finite dimensional division algebra over C for any
primitive idempotent e g H. There is no harm in replacing the ideal I
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 .with II*, so now I* s I and W I : I. As H is the unique minimal ideali
in RC, H s HH* s H* and H : CI. Also, H 2 s H, so d and h, consid-
 .ered as derivations of RC, restrict to derivations of H, and since N R :
 . w x  .N H 11, Lemma 7, p. 779 , A, B g N H . Last, using the fact that
 .  .g x, y is multilinear and homogeneous, and that C : S RC , one sees
 .  .  .  .  .that g x, y has central values on CW I = CW I s W CI = W CI1 2 1 2
 .  .= W H = W H . Therefore, the hypotheses of the theorem are satis-1 2
fied by H. Let F be an algebraic closure of C. Because the involution * is
of the first kind, there is an involution defined on H m F by extendingC
 .  .  .h m f * s h* m f , and it follows that W H m F s W H m F . Now di C i C
 .  .and h clearly extend to H m F, A m 1, B m 1 g N H m F : N H m F ,C
 .and the multilinearity of g x, y implies that it has central values on
 .  .W H m F = W H m F . These considerations mean that the hypothe-1 C 2 C
ses of the theorem hold for H m F in place of R. Finally, we note that FC
w xis the extended centroid of H m F 4, Theorem 3.5, p. 59 , that H m F sC C
 .  .soc RC m F , and since F is algebraically closed, that e H m F e fC C
 .M F for any idempotent e g H m F. Before replacing R with H m F,k C C
we must argue that completing the proof for H m F will give the conclu-C
sions of the theorem.
 .  .  The first point to make is that if W H m F is T H m F or K H mi C C C
..  .  .   ..F , then also W I is T I or K I because of the way that * extendsi
from R to H m F. Next, because R embeds in H, and H embeds inC
H m F as H m 1, if H m F satisfies the standard polynomial identity S ,C C 8
 .so does R. If on H m F, h s fd for some f g F, then ad B y fA s 0,C
 4which means that B y fA g F, or equivalently that A, B, 1 is F-depen-
 .dent, where we have identified A and B with A m 1, B m 1 g N R m F.C
 .  4But A, B g N R and F is a free C-module, so A, B, 1 must be C-de-
 .pendent, resulting in h s cd for c g C. Finally, if d s ad A for A g H1 1
wm F of rank one and square zero, and h s cd, then as in 12, pp.C
x d244]245 , since R : R, it follows that A g H and tA g R for some1 1
 . y2t g C, so we may replace A with tA g R if we multiply g x, y by t .1 1
These considerations show that it suffices to prove the theorem with
H m F replacing R. Therefore, we continue under the assumption thatC
 .  .soc R s R, that for any idempotent e g R, eRe f M C , and that C isn
algebraically closed. Because R is a simple ring, we now have that
 .W s W R . It is important to note that for any nonzero r g R, rR is thei i
direct sum of finitely many minimal right ideals of R.
 .Observe that if dim R is finite, then R f M C and we are finished byC n
Theorem 1. We may henceforth assume that dim R is infinite, and so, RC
wdoes not satisfy a polynomial identity by Kaplansky’s theorem 8, Theorem,
x  .p. 17 . Since R s soc R , 1 f R, R has no center, and it follows that
 .  .  .g x, y is an identity. Because d s ad A and h s ad B , it is easy to see
 4  4that d, h is C-dependent if and only if A, B, 1 is C-dependent. Should
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 .  . d d  . d dh s cd, then g x, y s c c q c x y q c c q c y x is an identity on1 3 2 4
W = W . Substitution of x " y for x and x " y for y, as done earlier,1 2 1 1 2 2
 . w xshows that g x , x , y , y is an identity of the form considered in 14 ,1 2 1 2
w x  .and by 14, Theorem 6, p. 487 , either c q c s c q c s 0, so iii holds,1 3 2 4
 .  .or vi or vii holds, and the proof would be finished. Consequently we will
 .  .  4finish the proof by showing that iv or v holds, or else that d, h must be
C-dependent.
 4  4We observed above that d, h is C-dependent exactly when A, B, 1 is
 4C-dependent. Let us assume that d, h is C-independent. We claim that
 d h4for some y g W , y , y is C-independent. Set W s W , note that2 2
W s CW is a C-subspace of R, and consider d, h: W ª R as C-linear
 d h4transformations. If y , y is C-dependent for each y g W, then by a
w xlemma of Amitsur 1, Lemma 1, p. 211 , some D s ld q mh / 0 has finite
 D.rank, where l, m g C. But D is a derivation of R, so l W , the left
D wannihilator of W in R, is either zero or a minimal left ideal of R 14,
x D 2Lemma 5, p. 481 . However, since dim W is finite, there is e s e g RC
D  D.  .with W : eR, so l W = R 1 y e and cannot be a minimal left ideal,
 d h4or zero. This contradiction shows that for some y g W , y , y must be2
C-independent. From Lemma C there is an idempotent e g R so that1
y d, y h g e Re . Set L s Re , and for any t g L compute1 1 1
d dd h h h0s g t " t*, y s c t y " c t* y q c y t " t* .  .  .1 1 2
h hd h d dq c y t " t* q c t y " c t* y . .  .3 4 4
 .Now L* s e *R is a finite rank right ideal, that is, a direct sum of finitely1
 .d dmany minimal right ideals. For any r g R, rR : rR q r R, and since
 .d  .hL* q L* and L* q L* are right ideals of R, they and their sum
 .d  .h d hL* q L* q L* are also finite rank right ideals. Therefore, c t y q1
h d h d  .d  .hc t y g y R q y R q L* q L* q L* s e R, a finite rank right4 2
ideal.
Using Lemma C, there is e* s e s e2 g R with e , e g eRe, and so,1 2
d h h d  h d.c t y q c t y g e R l Ry q Ry : e R l Re : eR l Re s eRe. By1 4 2 2 1
Lemma C again, there is a symmetric idempotent ¨ g R with e, ed, eh g
 .¨R¨ f M C and n ) 4. For any idempotent f orthogonal to ¨ , 0 s fe sn
d h d h  .d  .hef s e f s e f , so ef s ef s 0 results from ef s ef s 0. Since
d h h d  d h h d.c t y q c t y g eRe, it follows that f c t y q c t y s 0. For ft g L,1 4 1 4
 .d h  .h dc ft y q c ft y g eRe, and expanding yields1 4
f c t d y h q c t h y d q c f dty h q c f hty d g eRe, .1 4 1 4
so c f dty h q c f hty d g eRe. We have seen that ef d s ef h s 0, and this1 4
forces c f dty h q c f hty d s 0. Replace t g L s Re with re for r g R,1 4 1 1
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and use y d, y h g e Re to write the last equality as c f dry h q c f hry d s 01 1 1 4
 d h4for all r g R. We are assuming that c / 0 and y , y is C-independent,1
w x dso it follows 6, Lemma 1.3.2, p. 22 that f s 0 for all idempotents f
w xorthogonal to ¨ , and we may conclude from 12, Theorem 1, p. 237 that
 .d s ad A for A g ¨R¨ . If A g C¨ , replace ¨ with q s ¨ q u for u* s u
s u2 of finite rank and orthogonal to ¨ . Then A g qRq and now A f Cq.
Hence we may assume that A f C¨ .
 .For any symmetric idempotent f satisfying ¨ g fRf , take x, y g
 .  .  .  .W fRf = W fRf , consider g x, y s g x, y, A, B , and observe that1 2
 .  .  .  .0 s fg x, y f s fg x, y, A, B f s g x, y, fAf , fBf s g x, y, A, fBf , where
we have used A s ¨A s A¨ s ¨A¨ and ¨ g fRf , so fA s f¨ A s ¨A s A.
 .  .  .Thus, g x, y is an identity on W fRf = W fRf , with h replaced by1 2
 .  .  .  .  .ad fBf . Since i and ii do not hold, and rank f G rank ¨ ) 4, we may
 .  .  .apply Theorem 1 to fRf f M F and conclude that either iv or v holds,n
  .4or that d, ad fBf is C-dependent on fRf. Proceeding with the latter
 4case, we have that A, fBf , f is C-dependent, which is to say, fBf s
 .  .  .  .  .  .l f fAf q m f f s l f A q m f f for l f , m f g C. Multiplying by ¨
 .  .  .  .   .on both sides gives l f A q m f ¨ s ¨B¨ s l ¨ A q m ¨ ¨ , so l f y
 ..   .  ..  .  .l ¨ A s m ¨ y m f ¨ . But A f C¨ so we must have that l f s l ¨
 .  .and m ¨ s m f , which means that l and m are independent of f. In
particular, if r , r g R, there is a symmetric idempotent f with r , r , ¨ g1 2 1 2
 .fRf by Lemma C, and fBf s l A q m f , so r Br s r fBfr s r l A q m r .1 2 1 2 1 2
 4Therefore, B s l A q m, so A, B, 1 is C-dependent, and this contradic-
tion completes the proof of the theorem.
One immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is that there is no nontrivial
CQR holding on T = K or K = T , except for rings satisfying S . Also,8
Theorem 2 gives a complete classification of quadratic, hence minimal,
*-PDIs and corresponding relations with central values. These are the
CQRs c x d y h q c y h x d which generalize the situation when the images of1 2
 .  .T I or K I under two derivations either commute, anti-commute, or
have central commutators. For these identities c s c s 0 in Theorem 2,3 4
eliminating three of the possibilities appearing there.
THEOREM 3. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution *, and suppose that
 . d hchar R / 2. If d and h are nonzero deri¨ ations of R so that g x, y s c x y1
h d  .  .q c y x has central ¨alues on W I = W I , where I is a nonzero ideal of2 1 2
 .   .  .4R and each W I g T I , K I , then either:i
 .i c s c s 0;1 2
 .  .ii R satisfies the standard polynomial S , so embeds in M F for F8 4
an algebraic closure of C; or R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity,
 .  .d, h g Inn R , and if H s soc RC m F for F an algebraic closure of C,C
then either
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 .  .iii * is of transpose type on H, W s W s K I , h s zd for z g C,1 2
 . 2cd s ad A for c g C and A g R with A* s A, A s 0, and rank A s 1
 . d d d d  .  .in RC, and tg x, y s x y y y x for t g C is an identity on K R = K R ;
or
 .  .iv * is of symplectic type on H, W s W s T I , h s zd for z g C,1 2
 . 2cd s ad A for c g C and A g R with A* s yA, A s 0, and rank A s 1
 . d d d d  .  .in RC, and tg x, y s x y q y x for t g C is an identity on T R = T R .
Another consequence of Theorem 2 is information on the nonlinear
CQR c x d x h q c x h x d. The result can be read directly from Theorem 21 2
after linearizing this CQR.
 .THEOREM 4. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution *, char R / 2, and
 .  .suppose that R does not embed in M F for F a field. If d, h g Der R are4
 . d h h d  .not zero, and if q x s c x x q c x x is central for all x g K I , or all1 2
 .x g T I , for I a nonzero ideal of R, then either: c s c s 0; h s zd for1 2
 .z g C and c q c s 0 so q x ' 0; or R satisfies a generalized polynomial1 2
 .  .identity, d, h g Inn R , and if H s soc RC m F for F an algebraic closureC
 .  .of C then * is symplectic on H and W I s T I .
The special case of Theorem 4 when d s h is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 3 and linearization.
 .THEOREM 5. Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution *, char R / 2, and
 .  .suppose that R does not embed in M F for F a field. If d g Der R is not4
 d.2  .  .zero, and if x g C for all x g K I , or all x g T I , for I a nonzero ideal
of R, then: R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity, * is of symplectic type
 .  .  .on soc RC m F, where F is an algebraic closure of C, W I s T I ,C
 d.2  .  .x s 0 on T R , and cd s ad A for c g C and A g R with A* s yA,
2  .A s 0, and rank A s 1 in RC.
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